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With its gently sweeping curves and exquisite detailing the Jean sofa collection by Alexander & James offers style and 
substance. Each piece is this gorgeous collection features hand tufted buttons and neat pleats in addition to stunning curved and 

streamlined legs. Its super soft fillings mixing feather, fibre and foam add to the sumptuousness of each piece. Available in 
fabric or leather with a choice of 4 leg colours, the Jean is most impressive. Choose from a 4 seater, 3 seater or 2 seater sofa 

with modular unit option allowing you to increase the size of the 3 seater sofa plus snuggler, twister armchair and oval footstool.
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Features:
- British made Alexander & James sofa
- All sofas are handcrafted and made to order 
- Choice of all fabric or all leather
- All leathers are natural, have character and age beautifully
- Fillings are super soft mixing feather, foam and fibre
- Legs are shaped and hand turned and polished to perfection
- Choice of weathered oak, dark wood, gold metal or silver metal legs
- Each sofa and chair is supplied with scatter cushions but not all as shown are included
- Extra scatter cushions including square, lumbar and round are available to purchase at an additional cost
- Please note that images are for illustrative purposes only
- Measurements are approximate and for guidance only

The Jean Sofa Collection

4 Seater Sofa
W: 274cm H: 87cm D: 121cm 

3 Seater Sofa
W: 212cm H: 87cm D: 110cm

Snuggler
W: 138cm H: 83cm D: 100cm

2 Seater Sofa
W: 172cm  H: 87cm  D: 106cm 

Footstool
W: 100cm H: 43cm D: 60cm

Twister Armchair
W: 114cm H: 79cm D: 97cm

Armless Unit
W: 73cm H: 87cm D: 121cm


